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Abstract 
Kadro journal (1931-1934) emerged just after the first decade of Turkish Republic. It is an organization formed with the purpose of making a 
theoretic contribution to establishing infrastructure of the regime in order to create an ideological structure for young Republic based on the 
thesis that Turkish Revolution continues, and it refers a newly “cadre” representing ideological efforts. This cadre emerged with clear goals 
such as providing support for efforts of establishing national unity as they believed in eliminating other ideological options from ideological 
structure of the commanding regime. The purpose of the work is to provide a discussion on “continuity&discontinuity debate” at the time of 
emergence and the development phase of the nation state with respect to the case of “Kadro (Cadre)”.  
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1.Introduction  
Kadro journal with the group of its publishers and authors emerged as an important actor of the new regime to be established first 
time as an independent nation state, the Turkish Republic. The journal published between the years 1932 and 1934, right after the 
constitution of the Republic, 1923, apart from the Ottoman Empire setting ‘the continuity&discontinuity debate’ fire. The 
continuity argument defended that the republic was an extension of the empire, while the discontinuity defenders argued that the 
republic symbolized a revolutionary break. Kadro team was for the discontinuity thesis and they furthermore tried to provide a 
new ideology after that break.  
      According to Kadro, the new society project should not include any class formation and the most appropriate regime which 
they called the Third Way, had to be torn apart both from any socialist and capitalist systems. Kadro team suggested that class 
society was imposed by capitalism, socialism and the debate between them, both ideologically and economically. Third Way is 
originated from the idea that the new regime should not be fed on any other existing regimes, so they tried to integrate the recent 
protectionist treatment  into a state intervention project.  
      Statism was given as an answer to the question about the capital accumulation and how it should be managed in the 
republican process, within 1930s’ socio-political atmosphere they resisted to the capitalism-socialism conflict by proposing an 
integration of statism and the Third Way theory where they believed that they found a way to a non-class society. 
1. From the ottoman empire to the republic of turkey: the transition period 
      According to Turkay (2009), critical point indicates the start of a capital accumulation that started in the last period of 
Ottomans and an unequal capitalist transition. To this extent, the background of nation state process discussed in 1920s is 
formation of a nation state when accumulation period since Ottomans came to a break point. He claims that the milestone is the 
free trade contract signed within the Biritish and Ottoman Empires in 1838.  “After ten years, because Liberal British Statesman 
Palmerston was so pleased due to the contract, demonstrated that Ottoman Empire implemented the free trade wider than all of 
the others in the world, in 1849 (Avcıoğlu, 1971:70). 
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      “The evolution of the British Ottoman trade between1839-1847 puts forth the aim of the contract.  In 1839 there was 1,81 
million pound total export and 3,85 milyon sterlin total import. The coverage ratio of export to import was %47. In 1853 the 
export rose up to 2,58 million and the import to 8,95 million pound. The foreign trade deficit was 6,37 million pound which was 
very high for that time. The coverage ratio of export to import decreased to %29” (Yerasimos, 2001, p. 55) (3). In 1938 when the 
Ottoman-British trade contract was signed, Ottoman Empire does not have any foreign debt (13). In the light of the Yerasimos’ 
findings, it is clear that, under the free trade commands, the Empire’s primitive capital accumulation was started on and furthered 
as a growing debt accumulation not specific to this decade.  Following the 1873 European financial crisis, the Ottoman 
government declared a moratorium on all outstanding debt in 1876, which stood at around £200 million (Kıray, 1988). (14) In this 
year, the export revenue was 19 million pounds, only short term loans 16,5 million pounds and the government revenue was 22,5 
million pounds (Kazgan, 1999, p.39) (15). The foreign deficit grew higher until the collapse of the Empire. Ottoman Empire 
bequeathed to the new Republic of Turkey 32 million Turkish Liras foreign debt  
 2.1. Continuity versus discontinuity 
      Emergence of nation state includes and covers both continuity and discontinuity: “Here critical point is the fact that as a 
social relationship, capitalist accumulation provides and protects the continuity while accumulation in the process of capitalising 
went through a “national” transition without losing this aspect. In this sense, form and actors of reproduction causes this 
continuity that either changes or occurs as a discontinuity” (Türkay, 2009:202).  
 
      In this approach, we see that continuity points to the ongoing capital accumulation which began in the last period of the 
Ottoman Empire but on the other hand, capital changed hands. In 1923 revolution, the capital owner non-muslim minority was 
changed into the capital owner muslim Turks. The point is that the capital changed its place and moved to the nation elite, even it 
is not defined yet as a real national bourgeoisie class was tried to be provided. This kind of exclusion can not be defined as an 
ethnic exclusion rather it is clear that the replacement of capital should be regarded as a struggle to buildt a nation state structure 
through changing and the dynamics of capital ownership (Turkay, 2012). 
      Through standing for the thesis of discontinuity, Kadro seemed to be unaware of the changing institution of the capital 
accumulation process.  When it is considered segregated from capital accumulation, it is clear that Turkish Republic was based 
on a political, social and economic system which is totally different than feudal Ottoman Empire but changes and continuity 
should be defined together (Acun, 2007, pp.40-42): ‘Example’ for evaporation of water used by Acun in ‘discontinuity vs 
continuity’ discussion on Turkish Republic falsifies the ‘discontinuity’ thesis. Changes that occur in water are changes to become 
vapor at 100 degrees, and ice at 0 degree; however they cannot change the quantitative structure of water. These changes are only 
the evidence for the similarities in the structure of vapor and ice with water and the fact that water can not be subject to any kind 
of treatment that will entirely change its content. Similarly, when ice or vapor states of water are subject to heat changes again, 
they can change back into “water”. On the other hand when vapor is condensed and ice is melted it becomes water again. Water 
of which composition can not be changed by any kind of heat exposure is a metaphor used by Acun in order to define the process 
of change. When we adapt this scientific definition into social events, it is seen that qualitative changes are possible in a society. 
However, by means of these changes, it is impossible to change the social structure entirely or turn it into a totally different 
social structure. Acun argues that ‘continuity’ within the changes is the reason of all. Qualitative social changes have to contain 
the core elements of previous structure. In essence, changes and continuity occur together (Acun, 2007, p.41). Therefore, when 
‘continuity vs discontinuity’ discussions are considered as two separate/dychotomic situations in denial of each other, it turns 
into a false argument that should be based on a different ground.  
      Different than Türkay, Boratav defines discontinuity vs continuity thesis by dividing it into periods; accordingly, he argues 
that in the 1908-1922 and 1923-1929 periods, there is remarkable continuity, and in the 1930-1939 period, a significant 
discontinuity occured when compared with the previous terms. This discontinuity did not have a revolutionary aspect according 
to Boratav (Boratav, 1988, p.46) and it represented a relativistic and limited discontinuity. This discontinuity was an attempt for 
transferring the colony economy to an ‘underdeveloped country economy’ and for nationalizing it. This attempt made for 
establishing a national economy of an underdeveloped country and laying the grounds of capitalism were applied together with ‘a 
limited protectionism practise’. As one of the most important means of creating national capital accumulation, this practise is 
called statism representing ‘limited protectionism practises’ in Boratav’s terminology. This practise adapted in Turkey in 1930s 
was defined with the following sentences: “ If we will talk about discontinuity within the framework of 1930’s Turkey, this will 
only be true in a limited way to provide a synthesis protectionism and statism effectively and together for the first time 
(Boratav,1988, p.46). 
“Turkey Economy Congress held in Izmir in 1923 was a forum where reorganization issue was discussed under the principles of 
liberalism and decisions were taken in order to create a dynamic domestic market” (Ökçün, 1971:397). In the congress, farmers, 
merchants, businessman and worker groups presented their ideas by formulazing them in a form of economic proposals. 
Proposals of each group were accepted upon approval of each article by all groups (Yanardağ, 2008:53). 
      Heper (1977) defined that Izmir Economy Congress was held in order to regulate bureaucracy according to the requirements 
of economic enterpreneurial groups. When Congress was held, national bourgeoisie of enterprenurial economic groups in 
Republic period had not emerged yet. Yanardağ (2008) also argued that the Congress was held in order to regulate bureaucracy 
in accordance with its own interests and requirements. Moreover, instead of the government, businessmen decided which raw 
materials shall be imported. This atmosphere was followed by the establishment of Is Bank in 1924 and 1926 Law of 
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Encouragement of Industry performed the functions of improving the connections between the capital owners, the entrepreuners 
and bureaucracy. Reaction towards foreign capital was moderate in that period since the intended improvement was not thought 
to be adequate (Ertan, 1994:16-17). Law of Encouragement of Industry consists of encouragement of industrial companies 
deemed appropriate, benefiting from foreign investments and granting the same priviliges to foreign companies, as well. 
Nevertheless, both marine and highway transportation of the domestic goods were issued according to the cheapest wage scale 
while the decisions such as giving priority to use of domestic products, even if they were 20% more expensive than foreign, 
managing the tariffs in the favor of the domestic institutions and nationalizing the special institutions were also taken. However 
private entrepreneurs were decided to be encouraged and supported by the government (Keyder, 1993:77): “The number of 
companies benefited from the law before 1923 was 341 and in 1926, 299 new firms were added in the list, and between 1927 and 
1929, 443 companies receieved incentive certificate” (Keyder, 1993:78-80). 
2. Third way theory 
      The idea that political victory gained after Independency War could only be protected with assigning a new national economy 
prioritized the contribution of strategic media organs. Establishing a national economy was the primary subject to be dealt after 
political victory of the Independence. The matter of how to achieve allocation of wealth/ capital accumulation was one of the 
most important elements contained within national economy and intellectuals of the period and different segments approached to 
this matter by using different methods. The most important point where these differing opinions of the regime and intellectual 
supporters of the regime intersected was creating a non-class non-priviledged nation. National economy policy should be 
established accordingly and capital accumulation should never allow social segments to be formed in the process of 
industrialization. Otherwise, economic policies would be established in accordance with the benefits of the dominant group just 
like the countries where there are class conflicts: In our country, there are not any social classes yet and we can avoid being 
devided into classes if we follow a moderate economic policy. Particularly in countries where there are conflicts between classes, 
methods regulating the allocation of wealth is run in accordance with the intent of the one in power... In effect, after the Ottoman 
empire now Istanbul government now is following a policy increasing these differences. However, if it is requested that national 
structures of ours collect these minorities, it is also required to follow a policy to ensure them that they are equal to the nation in 
terms of economic welfare” (Önay, 1931, p.69); (17) as it is possible to make an inference from Önay’s speech, politics of this 
era is about ensuring accumulation of national capital via a national economic policy and eliminate in the meanwhile the 
elements creating social classes, establishing a non-class nation and a national economy.  
      According to Önay, if gaps between classes increase, assigned economic policy would have been established in accordance 
with the benefits of the dominant class and in this case it would have been impossible to have a democratic authority that will 
serve for overall benefit of the nation. Mentioning about great significance of imports and exports, Önay thought that prices here 
should be followed by a national commission (Önay, 1931:69).  
3.1. 1930’s Turkey: statism  
      Third Way was considered as a way to provide a mixed economy. The protectionist policies would be managed through state 
interventionism. İzmir economic congress declarations was very helful for performing managing statism in a way of state 
interventionism. 
       Debates on statism occured on a platform about socio-political and on socio-economic characteristics of 1930s where ideas 
were generated about how to establish a socio-economic system while establishing the infrastructure of the new ideology of the 
regime.  
      Boratav states that first real protectionist practice was the railway policy implemented after 1923 but argues that 
industrialization- aimed statism as a model started in 1930 (Boratav, 1982, pp.51-55). (16) 
      The debate was in general taken place between the two wings of the government: the radical defender of statism and the 
liberal wing with the group of İşbankası, in 1930’s Turkey. The official government of 1930s Turkey had embraced two 
ideological bodies, İsmet İnönü and Celal Bayar. 
      Küçükömer defines implementation of statism policy with resolving insufficiency of private sector by the state. According to 
him, there is not any competition between the state and the private sector because they can be matched up with each other as it is 
in statism policy (Küçükömer, 2001, p.98).(19) This matter was mentioned in statism views of Inonu that he wrote in Kadro 
journal: “Simple-minded can think of establishing industry, organization, means required by the country without the aid of the 
state, even without direct intervention of the state...State should only try to realize things that can not be done by individuals. I 
hope within the next decade, Turkish statism shall be mentioned as the most advanced knowledge and masterpiece of ‘statism in 
economy’ with its consequences and overall impacts” (İnönü, 1933, pp.4-6). (20) 
      In addition, Küçükömer also emphasizes that statism practise was not only a state enterprise; it had been applied with the 
purpose of developing private sector within the scope of statism. Finally Kucukomer defines statism as wealth transfer from 
surplus products obtained by the state to the privileged individuals (Küçükömer, 2001, p.98).  
3.1.1. Statism from kadro’s point of view 
      Mutlu divided the statism approaches into three: first “Ahmet Agaoglu’s liberal partisanship”; second “Ahmet Hamdi Başar’s 
conciliative economic statism approach; and third, CHP’s (government’s) statism approach which he also divided into two, 
radical and liberal parts”. Mutlu asserted that Kadro represents the radical statism of the of the government (Mutlu, 2007, pp. 31-
34). (23) 
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      Definition of statism was dictated by Atatürk and was included in Civil Knowledge Book written by Afet İnan in 
1931(Coşar, 1995:231). “Statism we follow is based on individual efforts and activities and it is getting the state actively 
involved actively in works particularly in economic platform required for public and high benefits of the nation in order to 
provide wealth for nation and prosperity for the country in the shortest period of time possible” (İnan, 1973:59). Later, “ getting 
involved” at the end of this definition of Afet Inan was revised as ‘getting involved is one of our important principles’ and it was 
included identically in the program of ‘Halk Fırkası’ in 1931 (Coşar, 1995:231).  
      There is a general agreement on the idea that the Ottoman Empire and the Turkish Republic both characterized themselves by 
a strong “state tradition”. Kadro’s construction of statism had been in the same direction with the strong state tradition (Akman, 
2004). Kadro took statism as a political arrangement preventing the class differences within the rapid changes of the 
industrialism era.  
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